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Feature

The world-travelled, San Jose-born Tegan Monique Gaan lives 
the Bi-Coastal American Dream—or “Dream-ish”—as she says. 

“I’m living in Skid Row, Downtown LA, and also live in Brooklyn.” 
She has created the buzzed-about platform, Gigit, for monetiz-
ing artists’ unused and unsold time. Talking with the 33 year-old 
is like driving in a racecar at full speed. Meet the unceasingly 
energetic and refreshingly candid Tegan Monique Gaan.

Are you the Founder or CEO or both of Gigit?
I find titles, well, funny. I’ve always gone with Founder. Full. Stop., 
or #1 at Gigit.  I’m also the coffee/sandwich runner, so there’s that.  
 
Tell us about the launch of Gigit? 
 I started building Gigit with a small team in the Ukraine with 
my own money in November 2012 and went out fundraising in 
December 2012. I found momentum after Jim Pallotta gave me 
20 minutes to sit with him. I recall having to park at a 20 minute 
meter and 45 minutes into the meeting, I became somewhat 
obsessed with staring at my watch. Pallotta proceeded to ask me 
if I had somewhere better to be. Luckily, the meeting ended with 
him saying, “I’m inclined to give you 100-200K.”  It’s somewhat 
hazy now, but I’m fairly certain I ‘Tiger (Woods)-fist-pumped’ 
in his face.  
 
How long from idea to existence? 
I’d say about 3 month tops. Significant catalysts were surround-
ing myself with LA’s top founders/investors via working at 
Amplify LA, an accelerator based in Venice Beach, coupled with 
constant brainstorming with super Angel Paige Craig.

Did you always know you wanted to be an entrepreneur?  
Not at all. I was a late bloomer in many aspects of life and am 
rather open about the fact that I was neither seen nor heard 
for the better part of my youth. I only found my voice when 
I manned up and moved to London on a bit of a whim at 24.  
Looking back, I realize I always had characteristics of the idio-
syncratic beast that is the Founder, but for now, I think what 
matters most is that my father instilled a strong foundation in 
me in seeing things through and giving any project I took on 
all [my] heart. For better or worse, there was little tolerance for 
crying in our house and if/when I started to get down, his retort 
was always, “Beat ‘em with the books.”

What are your thoughts on the traditional university route 
for a career in technology? 
Hand to heart, I would recommend [the] Peter Gregory approach 
in not attending university. In an ideal world, I think young peo-
ple should take work experience. Here’s the ugly truth: it’s all 
who you know in this life. My caveat is, you will have to back it 
up with flying colors—so I’m all for taking that nepotistic card of 
sorts and getting your foot through any/all doors. Just be ready 
to stand out and crush it with honest to goodness hard work.
 
Any thoughts, opinions or advice for young women inter-
ested in a career in technology?
Honestly, being a boy/girl in this industry doesn’t affect things 
in my mind. What does matter is authenticity and drive. Be 
yourself and be ready to work f ’ing hard. There are a lot of kids 
out there grinding it out, some may be smarter, savvier, or have 
some sort of one-up on you, but your heart and dedication, or 
however you choose to differentiate yourself from the masses, 
is what matters. Gender is the least of your worries. You can 
quote me on that. 
 
Everyone is looking for answers to the future of the music 
industry. What insights can you offer in terms of moneti-
zation for artists? 
Gigit is not just a booking platform. I think what took me a 
long time to convey properly is that we are trying monetize 
artist’s unused and unsold time. I think that touring is such an 
antiquated process from start to finish and there are limitless 
opportunities to help artists of all levels who are on tour with 
things that actually matter. A free hotel room, a meal, car/tour 
bus repairs, taxis, a free hair cut, etc... this is why I created our 
newest tool called Patrons (patron.gigit.com).  
 
Will your business goals include expanding Gigit or 
exploring new tech ventures? If both, explain what and 
why.
Right now, it’s all about bringing Gigit to the next level. I’m well 
excited about this new round of strategic investors and believe 
that they can help bring Gigit global. We’re so close to realizing 
a dream that began two years ago. 
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